The influence of surface excitations on electrons elastically backscattered from solid surfaces is investigated. Elastic-scattering differential cross sections are calculated using the partial-wave expansion method and the finite difference techique for solid atoms with the Hartree-Pock-Wigner-Seitz potential. An extended Drude dielectric function which allows the characteristic oscillator strength, damping constant, and critical-point energy for each subband of valence electrons is employed to estimate electron inelastic mean free paths for volume excitations. The same dielectric function is applied to evaluate the probability of surface excitations for incident and escape electrons by including the recoil effect without the small-angle approximation. Results of Monte Carlo simulations on the elastic reflection coefficient and the angular distribution of electrons elastically backscattered from Cu and Ag surfaces are presented. It is revealed that surface excitations significantly reduce the elastic reflection coefficient for lowenergy electrons, but less significantly influence the angular distribution for large escape angles. Our results agree very well with experimental data.
I. INTRODUCTION The elastic peak in the spectrum of electrons escaped from solid surfaces provides important information for applications in a number of experimental techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), quantitative Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and disappearance potential spectroscopy (DAPS), etc. ' The elastic peak electron spectroscopy (EPES) has gained much attention due to the development of surface-sensitive electron spectroscopies. ' In the reflection electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (REELS), angular and energy distributions of electrons backscattered from solid surfaces are analyzed to extract electron interaction cross sections. "
The elastic or zero-energy-loss cross sections determined from a Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) potential for free atoms. ' IMFP's were established using an electron gas statistical model, ' ' whereas the probability of surface excitations was omitted. A recent study on the REELS spectra, ' however, has dernon- strated that surface excitations mere important for lowenergy electrons. This suggests that surface excitations might also be important for the properties of elastically backscattered electrons.
In this work, we have applied the partial-wave expansion method and the finite difference technique to calculate electron elastic scattering cross sections using the Hartree-Fock-Wigner-Seitz (HFWS) solid atomic potential. Applying '(dR, /dr) ]. = R (13) we obtain by applying the boundary condition, i.e. , Rl '(dRl /dr) must be continuous at r =Rws, 
Now, the scattering amplitude, f(8), relates to the phase shift through
The differentia probability per unit energy loss per unit momentum transfer that an electron excites a surface plasmon can be described in terms of the dielectric function of the solid. This probability was first derived by Ritchie for normal incident electrons under the condition of neglecting the recoil effect. Neglecting the same effect, Raether ' later worked out such a probability for obliquely incident electrons using the small-scatteringangle approximation.
In this work, we consider the recoil effect without small-angle approximation. We find P, (a, E~E -co, v~v -q) = 
